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VIP HAS significantly
boosted its position in the
UK channel this month, after
it signed distribution deals
with Acer and Nvidia.

The Warrington-based
distributor has made it clear
that signing the deal with
Acer isn’t the final act of
partnering with the

vendor, but just the
beginning. 

“We are pleased to make
this announcement and look
forward to building upon our
relationship with Acer,” said
VIP’s purchasing director,
Duncan McAuley.

Acer recently cemented its
position as the UK’s third

largest vendor after seeing
growth of 40 per cent

during the first quarter of the
year, according to IDC. It’s a
signing that VIP is clearly
happy with: “It’s a really
positive step forward for VIP
and highlights our dedication
to delivering great products at
great prices, from a world-
renowned IT brand. We are

proud to work with the firm 
and are confident that Acer
will add a valuable extra
dimension to VIP’s vendor
portfolio.”

Elsewhere, it further
boosted its relationship with
Nvidia after the vendor
granted it exclusive

distribution rights for its new
3D Vision Kit for Northern
Europe. The glasses have
already received rapturous
applause from the press and
are being described as the
biggest gaming launch of 2009.

“As anyone who has tried
them out will tell you,
Nvidia’s GeForce 3D Vision
glasses are the biggest thing to
happen to gaming in 2009,”
commented VIP product
manager Matt Parrish. “We’re
delighted that VIP has been
named as the exclusive
distribution partner for
Northern Europe.”

VIP signs up Acer and
secures an exclusive
deal with Nvidia
Distributor to handle the UK’s third largest vendor � Gains rights to new and acclaimed 3D glasses

ENTATECH has sealed two
major distribution deals that
significantly boost the portfolio
of the rapidly growing channel
firm, impressing vendors.

“With access to the top
buying groups, as well as niche
industrial players throughout
the UK, EntaTech is an ideal
choice of partner for us as we
step into new markets,”
explained Freecom’s UK
channel manager, David Pye.

“By combining our diverse
product range with EntaTech’s
expertise in this sector, this

should prove to be a very
successful partnership.”

EntaTech group vice
president Jon Atherton said:
“The company has a great
product line and strong
reputation within the
industry, which makes it the
perfect addition to our
existing product range.

The distributor also signed
a deal with Asrock, as
exclusively revealed on PCR-
online.biz. Atherton said:
“Asrock complements our
portfolio perfectly.”

“It’s a really positive step forward for
VIP and highlights our dedication to

delivering great products at great
prices, from a world-renowned IT

brand. We are proud to work with Acer”
Duncan McAuley, VIP

“Freecom has a
great product line

and strong
reputation, making

it the perfect
addition to our
product range”

Jon Atherton

Jon Atherton is excited about the new deals EntaTech has made

Freecom says access to groups was key to it signing a distribution partnership

Buying groups crucial in Enta deal
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SYNAXON SIGNS EPSON
Epson has become the latest vendor
to sign a deal with Synaxon, in a
move that will see its entire range
of inkjet, laser and MFD products
become available through the
buying group. The signing of the
vendor marks a highly significant
step in the progress of the German
buying group, which entered the
UK market last year, claimed its
managing director Derek Jones.

GTDC SAYS WORST IS OVER
The Global Technology Distribution
Council believes the worst of the
recession may be behind the IT
channel. The representative
body cited NPD Group’s
Distributor Track,
which reports GTDC
members’ US sales,
saying that there
were signs that
growth was returning
to the industry. The UK
has a large representation
in the US, with Tech Data,
Ingram Micro, Avnet, Bell Micro,
Arrow and Westcon all present in 
both markets.

SIEMENS PRAISES CHANNEL
Siemens Enterprise
Communications has said that its
move to a two-tier channel
programme has had significant
benefits for its resellers and
garnered praise in the process.
Previously, the vendor dealt directly

with the channel, but the company
moved to a channel operation in
the summer, signing deals with
DataSharp, Nimans, Rocom and
Scansource Communications
Europe. 

AEP GOES SOLO WITH
WESTCON
AEP has cut ties with distribution
partners Magirus and e92plus,
leaving Westcon as its sole partner.
The vendor said that it wanted to
consolidate its distributor
partnerships as it shifts its focus to
promoting its secure socket layer
VPN and virtualisation suite of
products. AEP said the move will
result in greater consistency for its 
reseller partners.

ENTA TO PUSH MODUS
EntaTech has signed a deal with
desktop manager firm Modus
Interactive, which makes it the
vendor’s sole UK distributor. This
will see EntaTech push the Modus
Interactive and Powerwise brands in
the UK. The vendor said the
distributor’s large customer base
fitted in well with its goals.

HAMMER SECURES MS DEAL
Specialist distributor Hammer has
seen Microsoft hand it a remit to
drive sales of its server-embedded
products to its huge reseller and

OEM base. The move means that
the storage specialist will be

offer Microsoft products
including Windows
Storage Server,
Windows Embedded
Server and System
Centre Data

Protection Manager to
the European channel.

NORTHAMBER WARNS 
ITS SUPPLIERS
Northamber has told suppliers that it
is set to launch a review of its product
portfolio and will be making pains to
increase its focus on what it termed
‘supportive’ partners. The strategy,
which was laid out in its interim
trading report, said that vendors had
failed to support their distribution
partners through the economic
trouble and that it would be moving
its focus to those that had.

INGRAM POSITIVE ON ECONOMY
Ingram Micro’s chief executive has
said that he believes the worse of
the downturn has passed and that
the IT market will flatten out for the
rest of 2009. In a statement to
investors, Greg Spierkel said: “We do
not expect a pick-up in sales for
several more months, perhaps for
the remainder of the year.”

ARROW UNSURE OF UPTURN
Distributor Arrow has said it’s unsure
whether the IT market has bottomed
out, despite other companies in the
same space motioning that they
believe the worst is over. The
comments came as the firm saw its
revenues during the first quarter of
the year plunge by 15 per cent.

CLEARSWIFT CUTS DISTIES
Business communications vendor
Clearswift has axed both of its
distributors – Bell Micro and
Magirus – following a review of
its partnerships. As part of the
move, the vendor signed
specialist distributor Sphinx to
promote its new channel
programme. The vendor denied
that any of its reseller partners
would resent having to work with
one distributor.

NewsBytes
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REALTIME HAS signed a deal to
distribute Sweex in the UK, in a
move that marks the first time the
Huntingdon-based company has
stocked a non-gaming or
component range.

Realtime Distribution product
manager Hannah Horne said that
the firm would initially stock the
vendor’s range of networking
products and peripherals – starting
immediately – before expanding to
its entire portfolio later this year. 
She commented: “Sweex offers a
solid line-up of quality and great
value products.”

It was a sentiment echoed by
Realtime’s sales director Richard
Marsden: “Sweex is a perfect
complement to Realtime’s
catalogue.”

Marsden also said that it was a
key diversification of the
distributor’s business. “It represents
a fantastic opportunity to build on
existing business, while
simultaneously opening doors to a
new customer base.”

Realtime sweeps
up with Sweex

Duncan McAuley
looks forward 

to working closely
with Acer


